An opening poem:
First, it has to be said that this was a conversation about Toronto theatre. There are many folks and things I love in the city where I live, and it's been a good home for twelve years, and still, as a Maritimer, for the love of Christ, stop saying "Canada" if you mean Toronto.
-Jacob Zimmer, 8 August 2016
A moment stuck with me in the days after the panel. And, of course, it happened just as the video documenting the event ran out.
I think people go out. I think people go out, a lot. And people go out to interesting events a lot, whether or not going out to, like, "labels on bottles" is what they do I don't know, and I think there's -I've not done a show in a theatre in four years because I will lose audience if I'm associated with Passe Muraille. 1 I will lose that. If they have to buy their ticket through that fucking system I will lose tickets, right? Like it is very real that, that … I want you to know there is, there in all of this, there is a healthy competition, right? 'Cause even in stuff like there was in this era a competition, and I think that is a problem, that we talk about this "we"; there is no "we." There's no "we" here, who is, A flourishing of semi-coherent outrage from different generations of white theatre dudes. I was representing scattershot GenX frustration; Paul Thompson, the baby boomers, arguing that "energy would shine through"; and Thomas McKechnie, representing the energetic and, yet again, cut-off millennials. Such was the outrage that I forget exactly the next spark or the content-but my emotional memory is that Paul said something about the need for youngsters to stop ragging on the status quo and just make our own work.
Our outrage, of course, is that we (and many more) have been doing just that to various degrees of success. Thomas and I-white guys in a University of Toronto theatre-are the lucky ones. We're rewarded for semi-coherent outrage; our performance of angry young (or not-so-young) male artists is expected and accepted. This is the "energy" that can break through. It's the energy that drove the nationalist theatre movement in Canada in the seventies, evidenced in the original conversation. Asked to write a response, I think I will write about this emotion and energy. And I read the transcript. It damns all three of us.
Beatriz Pizano and Rosamund Small-without the bombasthad earlier said everything about privilege, class, and misrepresentation that Paul, Thomas, and I were getting worked up about.
There's a danger in reading a transcript like a Text. It's the danger so often missing in our theatre. It's the danger promised by verbatim, by history, and by psychoanalysis. The risk is that the not-quite-conscious will be revealed--the unreasoned and that which on further reflection might not be what I think will be said and quoted.
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| VIEWS AND REVIEWS
Reading the transcription of the event, the issue isn't in what people said. Another thing is clear: the better questions aren't about speaking; they're about listening.
And, still, precarious realities are being borne most by those least heard.
I don't say I make Colombian theatre, I don't. I only work from experience of a woman who for some reason -okay, I fell in love with a guy, I ended up here the first time so, you know, that's why I came, I wasn't escaping anything that way you know -[Laughter.] and they have decided that's my experience and all of these things are thrown at me, these … you know … I came from comfort, you know, and now I'm working with refugees and people who are, you know, it was special, but it's very … being defined in these "cultural boxes" -Beatriz Pizano 28 October 2015
The "you know" that drifts off tells us much in the poem. They are the points where the status quo and inherited bias fill in the gap. We know what it is to move for love. We know what "we" think of Colombian migrants-escaping a war, poor, uniform. We know what assumptions are placed on artists coming from somewhere else-the assumption of representation and performance of trauma and hope.
What I see that is another kind of colonialism, and we're just trying to get rid of one kind, and we want to go and impose something else -Paul Thompson in 1973 panel
We are still talking about representation and what role the theatre is supposed to play. Who gets to pick the stories, the roles, the approaches? What is the available range? This was the question for the original panellists, and it remains so.
All those patriots demanding to be heard over the colonial power-just like now. There is a need to listen where once there was only speaking. There is a need to release the privilege of identification so that others can share it. Some of us need to listen better. That's not new either, thanks for asking. The path of justice passes better through listening at every point. in terms of advocacy for something, I think that's kind of a strange word, I don't know if I advocate for young artists, And that to me is not advocacy, it's simply appreciating that they might have something to do or say.
-Rosamund Small 28 October 2015
We don't talk about money. And if you're expected to be an emerging artist, and to work for free, and not just make art for free but: I don't think that any one group of people are exploiting young people, And it's not just the people who try hardest.
-Rosamund Small 28 October 2015
Theatre, like the rest of the northern Western world, is grappling with what intersectionality and a social order other than White Supremacy will look like in practice. There is special danger of not talking about class-about the amount of social and financial capital needed to survive long enough to get good, let alone long enough to get noticed. In acknowledging privileges and positions, we need curiosity and understanding.
A step must be to own, to act in response to the final sentence of the poem:
"And it's not just the people who try hardest."
The fantasies of meritocracy, energy, and talent drown out the voices of those who are different, the outsiders. The "All you need is love/energy/passion/talent" school of thought promotes an individualist mindset suggesting that energy and talent just need to be shaped and pointed in the right direction and things will work out. This is dangerously close to The Secret (Byrne) and, also, false to the experience of almost everyone. Also, again: what shape? What direction?
There is not equitable access. There is systemic, historical, and lived intersectional snakes and ladders in the theatre-the same as, if not worse than, the "outside world."
2 We tell ourselves in the theatre that we are on the good side. And yet we are also stuck in the illusion of merit-the romantic stories of geniuses and universal languages of appeal and access. This is in the messy depths of the intersections that challenge the status quo. This is a theatre overrun with middle-class beautiful white people-encouraged from a young age, able to score a commercial or two, able to pass at the fundraiser and lure the power and access needed to stay in the field.
And if we still suspect that this is just the younger folk complaining, a parable from a White Genius:
In Robert Lepage's 887, he tells a story of visiting his old acting school and, impressed with their capacity at the formal French, commenting to the director on the improvement over Lepage's era. The director suggests that the change is not in the quality of training, but that these new students, coming from the middle class and up, are more at ease with formal language. Working-class students can no longer afford to go to theatre school, Lepage and the director tell us.
Which is to say that Lepage, son of a taxi driver, would not, were his times like our times, be in theatre.
"It's not just who tries hardest." Any process to address this will be as entangled as the problem. Basic income, affordable training, livable cities, and the reframing of professionalism must all be part of this conversation. Neither the arts councils nor the wealthy donors are going to be able to deal with this. We must move past the myopic focus on the arts or theatre, and work in solidarity with others who address these issues beyond our immediate field.
We might need to converse differently. More circles, fewer panels. Less redux and more redream. More questions, less advice. We will probably need to listen more and better.
And there will be disagreement. Thank heavens.
it's not so much about advocating as it is, about that they have opinions ctr 169 winter 2017 2 It might be worse because the scarcity and the scarcity mindset (the two related but different) are so dominant. Few working in the arts think of themselves as the privileged. Talking to almost anyone on the ladder of influence, we are positioned as the hard-done-by, and for relatively good reasons. But there is much systemic and historical power designed by white guy artists. In such a marginalized space, it is even more important to listen and have frank and generative conversations about that power. We're supposed to be the creative ones. 
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